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ABSTRACT Gaining experimental insight into the intrinsic properties of nanoparticles (NPs) represents a scientific challenge due to the difficulty of deconvoluting these properties from various environmental effects such as the presence of adsorbates or a support. A synergistic combination of experimental and theoretical tools, including X-ray absorption fine-structure spectroscopy, scanning transmission electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy, and density functional theory was used in this study to investigate the structure and electronic properties of small (∼1−4 nm) Au NPs synthesized by an inverse micelle encapsulation method. Metallic Au NPs encapsulated by polystyrene 2-vinylpiridine (PS-P2VP) were studied in the solution phase (dispersed in toluene) as well as after deposition on γ-Al₂O₃. Our experimental data revealed a size-dependent contraction of the interatomic distances of the ligand-protected NPs with decreasing NP size. These findings are in good agreement with the results from DFT calculations of unsupported Au NPs surrounded by P2VP, as well as those obtained for pure (ligand-free) Au clusters of analogous sizes. A comparison of the experimental and theoretical results supports the conclusion that the P2VP ligands employed to stabilize the gold NPs do not lead to strong distortions in the average interatomic spacing. The changes in the electronic structure of the Au-P2VP NPs were found to originate mainly from finite size effects and not from charge transfer between the NPs and their environment (e.g., Au−ligand interactions). In addition, the isolated ligand-protected experimental NPs only display a weak interaction with the support, making them an ideal model system for the investigation of size-dependent physical and chemical properties of structurally well-defined nanomaterials.
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The growing interest in the understanding of the physical and chemical properties of Au nanoparticles (NPs) and their evolution with size and environment (i.e., support, ligands, and adsorbates) stems in part from the quest for new commercially viable technologies. In recent years, numerous applications of Au NPs in industrially and societally relevant fields have been demonstrated, including their use as efficient and environmentally friendly catalysts,5 sensor components,5 active and tunable elements in electronic8 and optical devices, as well as in medicine.6,17 For example, because of their biocompatibility, Au NPs can be used in diagnostic and therapeutic tools such as surface plasmon resonance imaging, two-photon luminescence imaging, and plasmonic photothermal therapy. These methods have been developed using Au NPs and applied to the detection10,11 and destruction of cancer cells.10,12,13

The flexibility in the application of Au NPs makes fundamental research of their intriguing properties of crucial importance to their use. Insight on how their optical and chemical response is affected by their electronic properties, geometry (size and shape), internal crystalline order, and intrinsic and extrinsic (environment-driven) strain15 is key to engineering new functional nanomaterials. One piece of this puzzle is the size-dependent contraction observed for small NPs with decreasing NP size.21−27 It is well-known that for small free (unsupported) NPs, surface tension (intrinsic effect) leads to a decrease in the average nearest-neighbor bond length. However, factors like NP/support interactions,28 adsorbates,30 or
Capping molecules can also result in structural changes in the NPs. For example, Giovanetti et al. reported changes in the shape of P2VP-capped Pt NPs upon adsorption on mesoporous silica. Comparatively, for thiol-capped Au and Pd NPs, interaction with a chemisorbed capping agent was found to induce an expansion in the bond lengths that counteracts the expected size-dependent contraction. Adding even more complexity, varying degrees of contraction have been observed on different surface facets of nanocrystals. Accordingly, the ability to separate these different contributions presents a great experimental challenge, since NPs with modified geometries (size and shape) will be exposed to different degrees of intrinsic as well as extrinsic strain due to the presence of distinct crystalline facets, different NP/support contact areas, and distinct shape-stabilizing surface ligands.

To decouple different environmental effects from the intrinsic size-dependent structural and electronic properties of Au NPs, we have synthesized size-selected Au NPs by a colloidal approach and have isolated them from the support via their encapsulation on diblock copolymers. In addition, measurements were conducted on isolated (separated by the ligands), unsupported (in solution), as well as supported (impregnated on nanocrystalline γ-Al2O3) NPs prepared by the same NP solution.

The synergistic combination of X-ray absorption fine-structure spectroscopy (XAFS) experiments and density functional theory (DFT) calculations constitutes a powerful approach to investigate ligand effects on NPs. In this study, XAFS measurements were carried out in order to extract information on the geometry of the NPs, internal degree of structural disorder, strain, and charge transfer and redistribution phenomena. Additional complementary analysis techniques employed to gain insight into the morphology and chemical state of the NPs include high-angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Moreover, DFT calculations were carried out on clean and ligand-protected model Au NPs in order to separate size-dependent intrinsic from extrinsic structural effects. FEFF simulations were conducted using the NP structures obtained from DFT, and the theoretical and experimental XANES data were compared in order to explain the origin of the changes observed in the XANES spectra with decreasing NP size.

RESULTS

Morphology, Structure, and Electronic Properties (AFM, STEM, XAFS). Figure 1 displays AFM images of micelle-synthesized metallic Au NPs surrounded by the polymeric ligands corresponding to the NP solutions used for the preparation of samples S1 and S2 dip-coated on SiO2/Si(111). Narrowly size distributed NPs are evidenced. Smaller NPs are observed via HAADF-STEM as compared to AFM, since the former technique does not display the polymeric shell surrounding the metallic Au NP core. Figure 2 shows representative TEM images of samples S2 and S5 together with the corresponding diameter histograms. The remaining NP size histograms are depicted in Supporting Information, Figure S2, and the average values are reported in Table 1.

XANES spectra displaying the normalized Au-L3 absorption coefficient of ligand-protected metallic Au NPs on γ-Al2O3 (samples S1–S5) are shown in Figure 3 together with data from a bulk-like sample (Au foil). For reference, the inset in Figure 3 shows the XANES spectrum of one of our reduced Au NPs (S1) compared to that of a similarly prepared sample containing Au3+ NPs (not reduced in solution), both supported on γ-Al2O3. For samples S3–S5 (small NPs, ~1 nm), the XANES spectra appear superimposed due to their similarity.

Au-L3 edge k2-weighted EXAFS data in k-space of samples S1–S5, are shown in Supporting Information, Figure 4, together with a reference Au foil. Figure 5 displays the magnitude of the Fourier transform of the EXAFS spectra (k2-weighted) of a gold foil and several Au NP samples (S1, S2, S3, and S5). The strong decrease in the overall amplitude of the EXAFS features of the NPs as compared to bulk Au is assigned to the
decreased NP size and/or increased atomic disorder. The EXAFS data of samples S3/S5 are similar, and therefore, only S3 is plotted here. Furthermore, features corresponding to good long-range atomic ordering (which appear in the 3.5–6 Å range) are only observed for samples containing large NPs (≈2–4 nm, S1 and S2). This could be due to the size effect or the higher disorder expected for small NPs, since they have a lower number of neighbors in higher shells. In addition to the typical Au–Au spectral features, samples S3–S5 also possess a shoulder at low-R (≈1.6 Å phase uncorrected data in Figure 4a and inset) corresponding to a different chemical species (Au-X) assigned to the surrounding ligands. Therefore, the EXAFS data from these samples were fit with a second component to account for this additional feature, as indicated in the inset of Figure 4a. The Au-X component will be discussed in more detail in view of our DFT calculations.

Although EXAFS data of the unsupported (liquid solutions) NPs were also measured, poor quality data were obtained from the majority of the liquid samples due to their strong dilution in toluene and the thickness of the glass pipet used as container. From the series of samples investigated, the best examples are the unsupported equivalents of samples S2 and S3. The r-space EXAFS spectra of Al2O3-supported and unsupported (liquid) Au NPs from S2 and S3 are shown in Figures 4b and 4c, respectively.

The results of the analysis of the EXAFS spectra displayed in Figure 4 and remaining Au NP samples are shown in Table 2. The Au–Au first NN CNs (NN1) obtained by fitting the spectra agree with the qualitative analysis above and with the sizes extracted from the TEM analysis. EXAFS data in r-space from all samples as well as the theoretical fits are shown in Supporting Information, Figure S5. The fitting parameters are also provided in Supporting Information, Table S1. Sample S1 has an Au–Au NN1 close to the bulk value of 12. The NN1 value of samples S2–S5 ranges from 9.4 ± 0.6 to 6.3 ± 0.8. Assuming 3D fcc NP shapes, the Au–Au NN1 obtained from EXAFS can be used to extract information on the average NP size, as discussed in ref 34. It is important to note that EXAFS is an ensemble-averaging technique. Each atom in a NP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sample</th>
<th>polymer</th>
<th>L (nm)</th>
<th>average TEM diameter (nm)</th>
<th>EXAFS diameter (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>PS(27700)-P2VP(4300)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2.0 ± 4.7</td>
<td>8.7 (N/A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>PS(16000)-P2VP(3500)</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3.8 ± 4.1</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>PS(33000)-P2VP(46000)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.4</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>PS(91000)-P2VP(10000)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.5</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>PS(16000)-P2VP(3500)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.8</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Includes the molecular weights of the different encapsulating ligands and the metal salt to P2VP ratio (L). The Au loading on the γ-Al2O3 supports was 1%. Also given are the AFM NP heights (including the ligand) and TEM diameters.

**TABLE 1. Summary of Parameters Used for the Synthesis of Metallic Au NPs**

---

Figure 2. HAADF-TEM (a,b) and bright field TEM (c,d) images of Au NPs on γ-Al2O3 in samples (a,c) S2 and (b,d) S5. The corresponding NP histograms are also provided.
contributes equally to the data, therefore, large NPs carry greater weight in the data. A correlation between the NP size and their internal atomic disorder ($\sigma^2$) was also observed via EXAFS, with smaller NPs showing higher disorder. In particular, all NPs had a greater disorder than bulk gold (0.0082 Å$^2$). The highest disorder was found for the smallest NPs S3$_{\text{C0}}$S5, (ranging between 0.012 Å$^2$ and 0.015 Å$^2$) which was followed by the large NPs in samples S1 and S2 (0.0095 and 0.0119 Å$^2$, respectively).

Size- and Ligand-Dependent Structure and Electronic Properties: (DFT, XANES Simulations). DFT calculations were performed to better understand the effect of the P2VP ligands on the structure and electronic properties of unsupported Au NPs. Figure 5 shows 3D visualizations of the Au NPs used in the theoretical calculations, with and without ligands, after structural relaxation. Pair distribution functions of all the structures shown in Figure 5 are provided in Figure 6. Smaller Au NPs were found to interact more strongly with the P2VP ligands. As a result, after structural relaxation the shape of the ligated NPs appears more disordered. This is particularly true for Au13.

The average numbers of first nearest neighbors (NN1) for all samples are shown in Table 3. NN1 decreases from 5.0 (in the bare NP) to 4.3 (in the ligated NP) for Au$_{13}$, whereas the decrease is rather mild for Au$_{55}$ and Au$_{SS}$, that is, from 7.0 to 6.9, and from 7.5 to 7.4, respectively. The average Au–Au distance decreases from 2.822 Å (in bare Au NP) to 2.794 Å (in ligated Au NP) for Au$_{13}$, from 2.863 Å to 2.859 Å for Au$_{55}$, and it does not change for Au$_{SS}$ (2.864 Å). It should be considered that large Au NPs have lower surface to bulk ratio and therefore are expected to be less affected by the interaction with the P2VP ligands. Large changes in the number of nearest neighbors and bond length suggest strong Au–P2VP interaction and P2VP-induced structural disruption, which were only observed for the smallest theoretical Au NPs (e.g., Au$_{13}$). On the other hand, Au–P2VP interactions appear to be weak in larger NPs such as Au$_{SS}$ (~1 nm), which is in the size range of the smallest experimental sample.

In addition to the size-dependent changes in the structural properties of our NPs, modifications of their electronic structure were also observed. Figure 7 shows the calculated $d$-density of states for all structures shown in Figure 5 as well as that of bulk gold. The bare Au$_{13}$ has molecular-like density of states with sharp

Figure 3. Comparison of the XANES Au-L$_3$ edge white-line intensities for the different reduced Au NP samples synthesized via inverse micelle encapsulation and supported on $\gamma$-Al$_2$O$_3$ (see Table 1 for details): (A) S1 and a gold reference foil, (B) S2, and (C) S3–S5. The inset shows XANES spectra of reduced gold (S1) and Au$^{3+}$ NPs (chlorine from the Au precursor salt present, HAuCl$_4$). The sample containing Au$^{3+}$ species corresponds to a similar NP solution as S1 but was measured before reduction with NaBH$_4$. All data were measured in air at room temperature.

Figure 4. Au-L$_3$ edge $k^2$-weighted EXAFS data in r-space (Fourier transform $k$-range 2.5–11 Å$^{-1}$) from reduced Au NPs synthesized via inverse micelle encapsulation in PS-P2VP diblock copolymers and supported on $\gamma$-Al$_2$O$_3$. (a) Spectra corresponding to samples with different average NP sizes are shown (S1, S2, S3) together with a reference Au foil. The inset in panel a shows a representative fit of the spectrum of sample S5, along with the separate Au–X (likely Au–N) and Au–Au components. Comparison of data obtained from micelle encapsulated NPs before (in liquid solution) and after impregnation on $\gamma$-Al$_2$O$_3$: (b) S2 and (c) S3. The inset in panel c is a schematic of how the shape of encapsulated Au NPs might change upon deposition on a support. All data were measured in air at room temperature.
peaks at certain energies, whereas the larger Au NPs have already continuous solid-like band structure. The attachment of P2VP ligands transforms the density of states of Au13 into a continuous band structure, and results in the widening of the bandwidth and left-shifting of the DOS (to lower energy), which could be clearly seen in the density of states of the Au13 NP, Figure 7a. Bader charge transfer analysis did not show any significant charge transfer between the ligands and the Au NPs. Therefore, the observed white line suppression in the experimental data should mainly have an intrinsic origin due to finite size effects in the NPs.

To better understand the electronic structure of our Au NPs, XANES simulations were carried out using the FEFF 9.6.4 code, Figure 8a. The atomic structures used for the FEFF simulations were those obtained from DFT calculations for Au55 and Au55 + P2VP NPs including Au, N, C, and H atoms (259 atoms in total). Since with the present software XANES simulations could only be carried out for one absorbing atom at a time, a separate code was written to generate FEFF input files with different Au absorbing atoms (55 input files) and also to collect and combine the data of all atoms after running the FEFF code. Unique potentials were assigned to the first 24 nearest neighbors (covering all the first and second shell neighbors) of the adsorbing atoms, while the potentials for atoms further away were considered to be the same. The final XANES spectrum was obtained by averaging all the XANES data calculated for individual atoms. Figure 8a shows the simulated XANES data for bulk Au, Au55, and Au55 + P2VP (main panel) as well as the experimental

![Figure 5. 3D visualization of structurally relaxed (DFT) bare Au NPs: (a) Au13, (c) Au33, and (e) Au55 as well Au NPs ligated with P2VP: (b) Au13 (d) Au33, and (f) Au55.](image)

![Figure 6. Au–Au pair distribution density for bare and P2VP ligated as Au NPs with (a) 13 atoms, (b) 33 atoms, (c) 55 atoms. The area under the curves represents the number of Au–Au bonds in a certain r-range. The r-cutoff value of 3.4 Å is shown with a vertical dashed line.](image)

### Table 2. Summary of the Parameters Extracted from the Fit of the Au-L3 Edge EXAFS Data of Micelle-Synthesized Au NPs Supported on γ-Al2O3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Au–Au NN1 R (Å)</th>
<th>σ² (Å²)</th>
<th>Au–X NN1 R (Å)</th>
<th>σ² (Å²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foil</td>
<td>12.0(0.4)</td>
<td>2.870(4)</td>
<td>0.0083(2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>10.8(0.8)</td>
<td>2.85(1)</td>
<td>0.0095(6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>9.7(0.6)</td>
<td>2.82(1)</td>
<td>0.0119(6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2-Solution</td>
<td>9.8(0.8)</td>
<td>2.83(2)</td>
<td>0.0107(7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>8.2(1.1)</td>
<td>2.79(1)</td>
<td>0.015(2)</td>
<td>0.7(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3-Solution</td>
<td>9.4(1.2)</td>
<td>2.84(1)</td>
<td>0.012(1)</td>
<td>0.2(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>7.7(0.8)</td>
<td>2.77(1)</td>
<td>0.014(1)</td>
<td>0.7(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>7.5(0.6)</td>
<td>2.78(1)</td>
<td>0.014(1)</td>
<td>0.7(3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These include the 1st nearest neighbor (NN) coordination number (NN1), 1st NN interatomic distance (R), and EXAFS Debye–Waller factor (σ²). The spectra of the samples containing large NPs (S1, S2) were fitted with only one component corresponding to metallic Au–Au bonds, while those of the small NPs (S3–S5) were fitted with two components, Au–Au metal and Au–X bonds.
data obtained from bulk gold and sample S3 (inset). Sample S3 was chosen for comparison since it has a similar size as Au55 (~1 nm). It could be seen that the XANES simulation of the Au-L3 edge reproduces a white line shoulder for bulk gold similar to that observed in our experimental data. Additionally, the simulation of the Au55 NP reproduces the suppression of the white line observed in the experimental data of the similarly sized NPs in S3.

**DISCUSSION**

The role of the NP size and NP environment (ligand- and support-effects) on the structure and electronic properties of Au NPs was investigated. From the XANES data shown in Figure 3 it is evident that the intensity of the absorption edge peak (white line) of sample S1 is almost identical to that of the Au foil (labeled A), while a decrease in intensity is observed for sample S2 (labeled B) and S3 (labeled C and S3±S5 labeled C). The white line in Au-L3 spectra is proportional to the empty 5d electron density of states. This is because the Au-L3 absorption edge corresponds to the transition of 2p3/2 electrons to empty states in the 5d5/2 and 5d3/2 levels. Our DFT calculations show that in case of Au, most of d band states (>97.5%) are occupied and the portion of the unoccupied d levels is minor. Therefore, bulk Au and reduced Au NPs feature a white line that appears only as a shoulder in contrast to a sharp peak observed in the case of some other metals such as Pt34,36

**TABLE 3. Summary of Average Bond Lengths for Calculated Au—Au, Au—N, and Au—C from DFT Calculations for Au13, Au33, and Au55 Encapsulated with P2VP polymer**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(d_{\text{Au-Au}} (r_c = 3.400 \text{ Å}))</th>
<th>(d_{\text{Au-N}} (r_c = 2.587 \text{ Å}))</th>
<th>(d_{\text{Au-C}} (r_c = 2.650 \text{ Å}))</th>
<th>(\text{NN1 Au—Au})</th>
<th>(\text{no. of Au—N})</th>
<th>(\text{no. of Au—C})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Au13</td>
<td>2.822</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au33</td>
<td>2.863</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au55</td>
<td>2.864</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au13(P2VP)13</td>
<td>2.794</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au33(P2VP)16</td>
<td>2.859</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au55(P2VP)16</td>
<td>2.864</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*NN1 coordination numbers are provided for Au—Au bonds as well as for Au—N and Au—C bonds. Note that \(r_c\) (r-cutoff) is 3.40 Å, 2.59 Å, and 2.65 Å (or 1.25 × r-covalent, which is 2.72 Å, 2.07 Å, and 2.12 Å for Au—Au, Au—N, and Au—C bonds, respectively). The Au—Au bond length obtained for bulk gold is 2.955 Å.
In general, any increase in white line intensity is indicative of an increase in the number of unoccupied $d$ states. The latter is observed in our experimental data when cationic gold species are present (unreduced chlorinated Au$^{3+}$ micellar solution), as illustrated in the inset of Figure 3. Other studies have also reported decreased white line intensity for NPs as compared to bulk gold. Changes in the white line intensity might be of extrinsic nature due to the interaction of the Au NPs with their surroundings, including the support, adsorbates, or ligands.

As it was mentioned in the theory section, the Bader charge analysis in our study did not show any significant charge transfer from Au atoms to the ligands or vice versa. Therefore, the decrease in white line peak with decreasing NP size cannot be explained based on ligand–NP charge transfer. Moreover, the FEFF calculations for both free and ligated Au$_{55}$ NPs also reveal the disappearance of the white line shoulder as compared to bulk Au. The latter demonstrate that this finding does not originate from ligand effects and should be due to a finite size effect.

To gain additional insight into the origin of the lower white line intensity of the NPs with respect to bulk gold we would like to refer to the electron density of states calculations (DFT) shown in Figure 7. A correlation exists between the white line intensity and the density of empty states in the $d$ band. Figure 8d displays the area of the unoccupied portion of the d-DOS shown in Figure 7. Interestingly, in the 0–6 eV energy range, the area of the unoccupied d-DOS of all Au NPs (bare and ligated) is almost half of that of bulk Au, suggesting that the reduction of white line intensity in the NPs is intrinsic and originates from NP size effects. Nevertheless, the presence of ligands seems to further decrease the unoccupied DOS as compared to the model bare NPs.

Further knowledge on size-dependent changes in the structure of the NPs was obtained based on EXAFS measurements. Figure 4 shows the $r$-space EXAFS data of supported (Al$_2$O$_3$) and unsupported (liquid solution, dispersed in toluene) Au NPs. In both cases, the experimental NPs are separated from each other by PS ligands. The EXAFS data of the large NPs in S2 (supported) and S2s (liquid solution) are quite similar, Figure 4b, while clear differences are observed for the smaller NPs in S3, Figure 4c. For the small NPs in S3, a decrease in the first nearest neighbor (NN1) coordination number (CN) was detected upon deposition on the support. Since a change in the NP size (a decrease) is not expected upon impregnation on the substrate, we interpret the change in CN as a change in the NP shape from 3D to flat or truncated clusters. Alternatively, an increase in the atomic disorder due to the formation of Au-substrate bonds might also take place. The latter possibility is ruled out due to the presence of the PS ligands surrounding the metallic Au NP core. The schematic shown in Figure 4c as inset illustrates the observed NP flattening upon deposition on γ-Al$_2$O$_3$.

A similar observation was previously reported by Giovannetti et al. for PVP-capped Pt NPs before and after deposition on mesoporous silica.

In addition to the difference in size between the NPs in S2 and S3, those in S2 lack of the Au–X component found in samples S3–S5, which was assigned to the Au–ligand interaction. The same component might however be also present for the larger NPs in samples S1–S2, but outside our detection limit. Since all Au atoms within a NP contribute equally to the EXAFS signal, for large NPs with a low surface to bulk ratio, the contribution of Au–ligand atomic bonds at the NP surface is expected to be small. From our DFT calculations, the Au species from the HAuCl$_4$ precursor were found to bind to both N and C in the P2VP core of the reverse micelles. According to our calculations, if the Au NPs are large, as in Au$_{55}$ (Figure 5e,f) and Au$_{33}$ (Figure 5c,d), Au–C bonding is dominant, whereas if the NPs are small and the surface more corrugated and disordered, as in case of Au$_{13}$ (Figure 5a,b), Au–N bonding becomes dominant. For example, the number of Au–N bonds versus the number of Au–C bonds is 7:2 for Au$_{13}$, but 4:6 for Au$_{55}$. This transition from Au–N to Au–C bonding with increasing NP size likely originates from steric limitations that the NC$_7$H$_7$ rings face when making bonds with Au atoms via the N atoms. Due to these limitations, Au–N bond formation is easier on a rough surface where some Au atoms slightly protrude from the surface (e.g., Au$_{13}$) as compared to the surface of larger NPs with lower curvature (e.g., Au$_{55}$). The calculated Au–X (X=N and C) bond lengths (see Table 3) are in reasonable agreement (although slightly larger) with the Au–X distance of 2.1 Å obtained experimentally, suggesting that such a component observed in the fits of the EXAFS data of our small Au NPs at low $r$ values could correspond to both Au–C and Au–N bonds with a more prominent contribution from Au–C bonds. It should be noted that a larger distance was also obtained by DFT for bulk Au (2.96 Å) as compared to the experimental value extracted by EXAFS (2.87 Å), which might explain the somewhat larger calculated Au–C and Au–N distances.

To separate intrinsic (size/shape) from extrinsic effects (ligand, adsorbate, support) on the structural and electronic properties of small NPs, we have summarized the results from our EXAFS analysis of size-controlled PS-P2VP-encapsulated Au NPs and compared with related data from the literature. Figure 9a shows Au–Au distances extracted via EXAFS as a function of NN1. A clear decrease of the Au–Au distances is observed with decreasing coordination number, with our data from the micellar NPs having the largest contractions among all experimental systems shown. Among the previous experimental reports, that of Marcus et al. reported a comparable Au–Au bond contraction for
Figure 9. (a) Au–Au distance vs first nearest neighbor coordination number obtained from the fitting of EXAFS spectra for PS–P2VP-encapsulated metallic Au NPs supported on γ-Al2O3: S1 – S5, along with a reference Au foil. Also plotted for comparison are Au–Au distances extracted from the literature for Au NPs synthesized via several different methods.32,24,37,39,40 (b) Plot of the Au–Au bond contraction vs first nearest neighbor coordination number comparing our theoretical (DFT) results for ligand-free and P2VP-encapsulated Au13, Au25, and Au55 NPs to our experimental results for samples S1 – S5 (EXAFS). The Au–Au bond contraction was defined as 100 × (L_{NN1} − L_{avg})/L_{avg}. The theoretical contractions were obtained using the DFT calculated bond length of 2.955 Å for bulk Au–Au (L_{avg}) as reference, while the experimental contractions were calculated using a bond length of 2.870 Å obtained from EXAFS analysis of the data from a Au foil. The line in panel b is a guide for the eye.

Au55 clusters protected by triphenylphosphine ligands.39 Balerna et al.23 also reported similar contractions for physical-vapor-deposited Au NP/Mylar film multilayers.23 Au NPs ligated with sulfur-containing molecules displayed the largest Au–Au distances and lowest contractions, illustrating the key role of the protecting ligands in the structural and consequently electronic properties of small NPs.24,40 A similar decrease has been previously reported by Miller et al.37 on small Au NPs prepared by the deposition/impregnation method on silica, alumina, titania, niobia, and zirconia and was assigned to intrinsic size effects.37

The fact that the largest bond contraction was observed in our study could be assigned to specifics of our weak Au–ligand interaction or to the fact that our samples contain size-controlled NPs, with likely a smaller fraction of larger NPs as those available in previous literature reports, which results in more clear size-dependent trends. Also as it has been previously shown, the interaction could partially lift the bond contraction induced by the finite size effect.24,33,41 However, our DFT calculations on small NPs do not show such a decrease in the bond length contraction for the P2VP-ligated as compared to bare NPs. From our theoretical calculations, the P2VP–Au interaction is weak and has no effect on the bond length for NPs larger than 1 nm, which includes all NP sizes in our experiments. Therefore, the larger contraction observed in our study could be understood in terms of our ligated NPs behaving similarly to completely bare NPs and therefore, they show the maximum contraction expected from finite size effects. Other studies have also shown that the P2VP interaction with Au NPs is weak to a degree that would allow the NP surface to be still available for catalytic reactions.42

Finally, we would like to note that the comparison of the size-dependent experimental and theoretical contractions of the first nearest neighbor interatomic distances shown in Figure 9b reveals that the bond length contraction obtained by DFT follows the same linear trend observed in our experimental data, and thus in fact is in accord with experiment. The larger bond contraction obtained for both bare and ligated Au NPs as compared to bulk Au indicates stronger Au–Au interaction in NPs. Since the Au–Au interaction is dominated by d–d and s–d hybridization, a stronger interaction means more electron density in the 5d and 6s orbitals (less electron density in 6p),38 which explains the lower unoccupied d-DOS density observed in our study for all NPs as compared to bulk gold.

In summary, it was shown that a combination of different experimental and theoretical techniques such as HAADF-STEM, XANES, EXAFS, DFT, and FEFF simulations is crucial in order to shed light into the morphology, electronic structure, charge transfer, and redistribution phenomena in complex nanoscale systems such as the one at hand.

CONCLUSIONS

Gold NPs with different average sizes were synthesized by encapsulation in PS–P2VP reverse micelles, and the interaction of the Au atoms with the P2VP ligands was studied experimentally (HAADF-STEM, EXAFS/XANES) and theoretically (DFT and FEFF simulations). Through a synergistic comparison with DFT data from pure and P2VP-ligated Au NPs, intrinsic and extrinsic factors affecting the structural and electronic properties of the NPs could be distinguished.

We have used XAFS and STEM to probe interactions between Au NPs and PS–P2VP polymeric ligands as a function of the Au particle size. A contraction of the interatomic distances with decreasing NP size was observed. Such change was found to be larger than those previously reported for other related systems. The comparison of theoretical (DFT) and experimental (EXAFS) data from pure and P2VP-protected Au NPs...
revealed a relatively low interaction of the Au atoms with the P2VP ligands for NPs larger than ~1 nm.

Experimentally, a decrease in the XANES white line intensity of our micellar metallic Au NPs as compared to bulk gold was observed with decreasing NP size. Such a decrease, together with an overall diminution in the area of the Au-L3 absorption edge is indicative of a reduction in the unoccupied d-state electron density. On the basis of DFT calculations it was shown that this reduction is intrinsic in nature, and is due to NP finite size effects rather than to Au–ligand interactions or charge transfer.

In summary, the present work illustrates the achievement of a model experimental nanoparticle system created via colloidal chemistry with electronic and structural properties only minimally affected by the stabilizing PS-P2VP ligands. The latter characteristic makes it an ideal target for experimental research on small, size-controlled nanoparticles which can be directly compared with bare theoretical clusters.

**METHODS**

**Sample Preparation.** NP synthesis was started by dissolving polystyrene 2-vinylpyridine (PS-P2VP) diblock copolymers with different molecular weights in toluene in order to create inverse micelles. Subsequently, the micellar cages were loaded with HAuCl4. The NP size was tuned by either changing the length of the polymer head (P2VP group), or by changing the metal—salt to P2VP ratio for a given encapsulating diblock copolymer. The resulting Au-loaded micelle solutions were then reduced by the addition of NaBH4 with a HAuCl4 to NaBH4 molar ratio of 1:60. NP reduction was evidenced by a change in the color of the solutions from light yellow to red/dark purple. A fraction of each solution was then mixed with nanocrystalline Au3+ to Au0, and also showed the expected C 1s peak (present in the encapsulating polymer) as well as the absence of a chlorine signal (from the precursor salt) in the sample.

AFM images of the micellar Au NP solutions dip-coated on SiO2/Si(111) wafers were acquired at room temperature in air by tapping mode using a VEECO Nanoscope IIIa microscope (Figure 1). HAADF-STEM was used to characterize the size of the supported Au NPs. The measurements were conducted in an aberration-corrected TEM microscope, JEOL2100F operating at 200 kV. The HAADF-STEM technique was selected for this analysis due to its high Z (atomic number) sensitivity and a probe of 0.2 nm that produces images with good contrast between small metal NPs and their support. Unfortunately, the dark field imaging mode does not allow the extraction of information about structural characteristics such as interatomic distances or NP shape. In addition, it also does not display the carbonaceous polymeric ligands, and care must be taken when constructing NP size histograms to distinguish individual adjacent NPs. In the analysis of the HAADF-STEM measurements, the diameters of the Au NPs were obtained by measuring the full width at half-maximum. A minimum of 500 particles were measured per sample. STEM measurements were acquired in different regions of each of the samples, and at different magnifications. The average TEM diameter and standard deviation are shown in Table 1, and the histograms are shown in Figure 2 and Supporting Information, Figure S2.

XAFS measurements were performed at beamline X18B of the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) at Brookhaven National Laboratory. The experiments were carried out in transmission mode at the Au-L3 edge (11917 eV). The data were acquired at room temperature in air. A spectrum of a gold foil was recorded as reference in parallel to each NP measurement for alignment purposes. Each NP sample (unsupported) was measured in liquid solution as well as supported on nanocrystalline γ-Al2O3 in the form of thin pellets. The liquid samples were measured inside a pipet with a thin glass wall. For each of the samples, multiple spectra were acquired and averaged to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Initial processing of the XAFS data was performed using the program Athena, which is based on IFEFFIT. A first shell extended X-ray absorption fine-structure spectroscopy (EXAFS) analysis was conducted in Artemis, (also based on IFEFFIT) using the FEFF8 code in order to extract coordination numbers, interatomic distances, and EXAFS Debye–Waller factors. The details of the EXAFS analysis are provided in the supplementary documents.

**Theoretical Details.** DFT calculations were performed to investigate the formation of the reduced Au NPs inside the polymeric micelles within the projector augmented wave method implemented in the Vienna *ab initio* simulation package (VASP). The formation of the Au NPs inside the micellar nanoreactors was modeled by creating an encapsulating P2VP layer (polymer head) around the Au precursor units. P2VP ligands (see Supporting Information, Figure 3) were approximated by a set of NC7H7 molecules. Since experimental data for the number of the P2VP units attached to each Au NP are not available, we had to estimate the optimum number of P2VP units needed to describe the experimental Au–P2VP interaction on the basis of the fact that the size of the Au NPs is proportional to the molecular weight of the P2VP component. P2VP units were attached to Au NPs proportionally to the number of Au atoms in each NP. For example, we used 10 NC7H7 units for Au11, however, we found that 16 NC7H7 units for Au13 were adequate for simulation, since they maximized the ligand coverage possible on the limited surface area of the corresponding Au NP. For Au13 we used the same 16 units as for Au13 due to computational limitations. However, many of the 16 ligands considered for Au13 would not attach to the surface, and therefore, the number of ligands chosen should be enough to describe our experimental system. The resulting Au–P2VP systems have 163, 273, and 295 atoms in total, respectively.

The supercell used in the calculations of the Au–P2VP complexes had dimension of 30 Å × 30 Å × 30 Å. Because of the large size of the supercell used, only a single k-point was sufficient for sampling the Brillouin zone. We used a Fermi-smearing of 0.2 eV. Exchange-correlation energy is included in the calculation using the Perdew–Burke–Enzerhof functional. The cutoff energy for plane-waves was 400 eV. The threshold for electronic energy convergence was set to $1 \times 10^{-6}$ eV/Å, and for structural optimization was set to $<1 \times 10^{-3}$ eV/Å. Our calculated bulk lattice constant was 4.18 Å, 2.4% larger than the experimental lattice constant (4.08 Å). The effect of the van der Waals interaction on the geometry of the Au–P2VP complex was checked in our calculations, for example, for the Au55–P2VP complex. However, no significant difference was observed when the van der Waals interaction was considered. The angular-momentum-decomposed local density of states (DOS) of the NPs was calculated by projecting the wave function into the PAW sphere at each Au atom. The bond length cutoff values (r-cutoff) used to determine the first nearest neighbor interaction were defined
as \(1.25 \times r\)-covalent, which is the sum of two covalent radii (1.36 Å for Au, 0.71 Å for N, 0.76 Å for C) provided the cut off values were 3.40 Å, 2.59 Å, and 2.65 Å for Au–Au, Au–N, and Au–C bonds, respectively. Bader charge analysis was also performed to investigate the charge transfer/redistribution induced by the interaction of the gold NPs with the encapsulating ligands. XANES simulations were done using the FEFF 9.6.453 code by introducing the relaxed structures obtained from DFT calculations.
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